#GOTMYSHOT
SHARE YOUR 'FLU SHOT SELFIES' ON TWITTER!

Help KMA, the Kentucky Foundation for Medical Care and The Foundation for a Healthy Kentucky spread the word about the importance of flu vaccination by sharing a photo of you with your flu shot band aid on Twitter, using the hashtag #GotMyShot! Make sure to tag @KyMedAssoc and @healthyky!

FOLLOW THESE THREE SIMPLE STEPS:

1. GET YOUR FLU SHOT!
Find a flu clinic near you using the Centers for Disease Control Flu Vaccine Finder tool by visiting www.kyma.org/flu.

2. TAKE YOUR 'FLU SHOT SELFIE!'
Once you’ve gotten your shot, snap a photo with your bandage or band aid! Be proud of your decision to protect yourself and those around you from flu this season! Please, remember to be mindful of patient privacy and HIPAA guidelines.

3. SHARE ON SOCIAL MEDIA!
Make sure to use the hashtag #GotMyShot and tag @KyMedAssoc and @healthyky on Twitter! Photos will be shared and retweeted during and after the statewide 'Flu Shot Day' on Sept. 26!
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